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service systems shows
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to accomplish resource

sharing and automation.

and services requires highly reliable, easy-to-maintain, fastresponse and elastic networks. However, the requirements are

beyond the reach of a conventional Data Center (DC) because it has
the following disadvantages:

Therefore, how to build a flexible, efficient, low-cost and energy-saving data center

has become an urgent need of operators and enterprises. ZTE Cloud DC Solution (ZTE
TECS), based on general hardware, achieves cross-DC resource sharing and scheduling.

It is a complete, flexible, easy-to-deploy end-to-end solution for operators and

enterprises, providing advantages such as visualization, automation, scalability, and
high reliability.
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ZTE
Cloud DC
Solution

Overview
The ZTE TECS provides IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) in the cloud
computing architecture. Using the virtualization technology to

implement cloud management on compute, storage, and network
resources, the ZTE TECS can build the cloud environment fast

and support the deployment of policy-based IaaS services and
applications in a multi-DC heterogeneous environment. The ZTE

TECS complies with the ETSI standards and enhances OpenStack to
provide carrier-grade reliability and performance. The solution has
been widely used and sufficiently verified in telecommunications,

education, health care, finance, and government domains. It
is the best choice for operators and enterprises in their digital
transformation.

The ZTE TECS has five components: compute resource virtualization

(TECS Compute), storage resource virtualization (TECS Storage),
network resource virtualization (TECS Network), infrastructure cloud

platform (TECS OpenStack), and cloud management platform (TECS
Director).
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TECS Storage

IT Cloud

NFV Cloud

TECS Storage implements virtualization on the storage devices of different

Open API

vendors, models, and levels, forming a shared resource pool and providing

TECS Director

unified object storage, file storage, and block storage for the system. The

Unif ied API

Unified
API

Operation domain

Maintenance domain

based multi-copy function to strengthen reliability and ensure data integrity.
OpenStack API
3rd party API

DC1

by multiple VMs. Therefore, the storage usage is greatly increased. TECS

Storage uses the disk array based storage link detection function and Ceph-

Cloud resource management domain

OpenStack API

users can request storage space as needed, and storage space can be shared

DC2

Besides, based on Ceph, system availability and performance are dramatically
improved.

TECS OpenStack
Unified API

Execution domain

Operation domain

TECS Compute

TECS Storage

TECS Network

KVM/Docker

CEPH/SAN...

SDN/DVS/VEG...

3rd party
resource
pool

3rd party
Cloud platform
3rd party
resource
pool

TECS Network
TECS Network provides a secure and isolated network for the system,

including DVS with high performance, VEG as edge gateway services, and
complete SDN solutions. The high-performance DVS is a user-mode distributed
virtual switch. It operates at a performance 7 times higher than that of the

OVS. The DVS can be seamlessly connected to an SDN controller to provide a
complete SDN solution. The VEG, based on general server, is a pure software

TECS Compute
TECS Compute implements compute virtualization on each physical node, including CPUs,

virtual router deployed on physical servers or VMs to provide functions such as
the Network Address Translation (NAT) and Load Balancing (LB).

memory, and I/O devices. This component provides virtual CPUs, memory, and I/O devices for

Virtual Machine (VM) to construct a virtual hardware system on which the VM software system

can operate properly. Based on KVM, TECS Compute greatly enhances the performance of the
virtual computing system.
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TECS OpenStack

TECS Director

Based on the carrier-grade version of OpenStack, TECS OpenStack implements virtual

As a multi-DC cloud management platform, the TECS Director provides unified planning and

third-party cloud management platforms through standard OpenStack API. TECS OpenStack

and separates the use of resources. To facilitate rapid service definition and deployment, TECS

management on compute, storage, and network resources. It interacts with TECS Director and
contains three parts: execution domain, operation domain, and unified API.

Execution domain
Unified API

Ironic

Ceilometer
Keystone

Nova

Glance
Cinder

Neutron

Director constructs standard IT products and services and provides them to the system tenants

through the portal by template services. To facilitate easy maintenance, TECS Director provides
functions such as multi-dimensional topology view and system health monitoring.

Operation domain
Heat

management of global resources across DCs that are located in different geographical locations

Performance
management

Alarm
management

Log
management

Topology
management

Resource
monitoring

User and
security

TECS Director consists of five parts: cloud resource management domain, operation management
domain, maintenance management domain, unified portal, and unified API.

HA

Unified portal

◆ Execution domain
functions. To improve the availability and broaden application scenarios, TECS OpenStack

enhances the functions of the native OpenStack components, including unified deployment of
VMs and physical machines, online VM specifications adjustment, and storage live migration.

Operation management domain
Unified API

The execution domain consists of native OpenStack components to provide basic OpenStack

Administrator portal

Self-service portal

Maintenance management domain

Service
directory

Service
management

Service
measurement

Configuration
management

Asset
management

Report
management

VDC
management

Mirror
management

Template
management

Performance
management

Alarm
management

Log
management

User and security

Policy
management

Organization
management

Topology
management

Resource
monitoring

OPSInsight

Order
management

Worksheet
management

◆ Operation domain
In the operation domain, the functions are expanded to improve system reliability and
maintainability, including the management components for hardware, portal, alarm,

Cloud resource management domain
DC management

Resource control

Resource orchestration

Resource statistics

performance, and reliability. The operation domain can be connected directly with the upper-

layer applications to provide the ability of maintenance to the DC instead of being connected
with TECS Director.

◆ Unified API
This part provides the native standard OpenStack interface and enhanced Restful interface to

provide the connection between TECS OpenStack and TECS Director or connection between
TECS OpenStack and upper-layer applications.
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◆ Cloud resource management domain

The cloud resource management domain forms a cross-DC unified logic resource pool in a
heterogeneous cloud environment to provide the centralized DC management functions, including
resource control, resource orchestration, and resource statistics. This domain achieves the integration

Features of ZTE TECS

of infrastructures and multi-level management on virtual resources and physical resources.
◆ Operation management domain

The core of this domain is service. To provide resources as products, the system integrates the
resources to standard services as needed. The resource application and provision are processed

according to services. The operation management domain provides these functions: service

management, service directory, order management, policy management, and worksheet
management.

◆ Maintenance management domain

The maintenance management domain provides daily maintenance for the whole DC:

Centralized alarm management and log analysis functions for system maintenance engineers to
locate the problems;

Visualized dashboard to monitor the operating performance of the cloud platform;

Statistic reports to help the system administrators with capacity planning and asset auditing.

Resource Integration,
Unified Management

management.

◆ Unified portal

Automatic Deployment,
High Scalability

Multi-DC unified management and

Compile with servers, storage

Automatic deployment and plug-

physical resources, heterogeneous

of different vendors, support

Dynamic scheduling and automatic

scheduling of virtual resources,

resource pools and services with
high efficiency.

devices and network devices
integration and unified

management of 3rd party virtual

platforms such as OpenStack and

and-play of hardware devices;

adjusting for resources based on
SLA.

VMware.

This domain provides these functions: configuration management, asset management, alarm

management, performance management, log management, topology management, and report

Fully Compatible with
3rd Party SW and HW

Multi-dimensional
Intelligent Monitoring

System Reliability
>99.999%

Easy O&M,
Self-Service Portal

TECS Director provides unified web portals to display O&M data, including the administrator portal

Display the status of system from

Networks isolation among

Unified self-service portal for

management, service management, user management, and worksheet management. It also

corresponding optimization

Virtual firewall and security groups

templates for rapid service

and self-service portal. The administrator portal is used by O&M engineer, including resource

displays the monitoring results and alarm details. The self-service portal provides one-stop service
subscription and self-service supports for tenants, through which the tenants can apply, manage, and
monitor their resources in a centralized view.
◆ Unified API

different angles and provide

suggestions; root cause analysis to
help solving the problems.

management, service, and storage;
for data security; Cross-DC disaster
recovery in active-active mode or

convenient operation service
deployment.

remote active/standby mode.

TECS Director provides the distributed cloud resource pool and services for users through VDC service
and OpenStack native programming interfaces.
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